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QUEENOLOGY It is the movement for women’s emancipation that swept America and is coming to London. The architects of this movement are orator and author R.C. Blakes and his wife Lisa. They have an important presence and follow-up on social media and YouTube. R.Câ¡¡'s YouTube episodes on Queenology have re-enacted among women
around the world. His most famous upload, Seven Things A Queen Conscious Woman Never Does With A Man, has almost a million views. R.C. Blakes The message of Queenology consists of the five principles of a conscious woman, as taught by R.C. These principles come from his book Queenology. R.C. brings this message closer to women from the
point of view of a father figure or older brother. Educate a generation of women on how to succeed in a misogynized society and dominated by men. The concept of queen consciousness refers to a woman who is equipped to own her self-esteem. The island also emotionally from the flow of self-degrading lies that the world constantly promotes to
women. VIP Friday will consist of dinner with R.C. and Lisa, a Q&A, selfie, Queenology packages and book autographs. Saturday will consist of four hours, Queenology Intensive, covering the five principles and the signature of the book. The Queenology of London would be held on Friday, March 27 and Saturday, March 28, 2020, at the Hilton London
Canary Wharf, South Quay, Marshall Wall, London. E14 9SH, but was postponed due to travel problems with coronavirus. More information about www.rcblakes.com The Voice Newspaper is committed to celebrating black excellence, promoting positive change and informing the black community about important issues. Your financial contributions
are essential to protect the future of the publication while we strive to help increase the profile of black communities across the UK. Any size donation is welcome and we thank you for your continued support. Support Registration Sorry! Something went wrong Your network connection is unstable or your browser is outdated? Divorces and breaks can
leave residues of inadequacy, lack and confidentiality and even the mentality of believing that your value as a woman has decreased. By binding your value to a relationship will always leave you in limbo on your value as an individual. Your "Queen" is not based on past or present circumstances, but on the fact that, as a woman, you have already been
given the gift of being Queen. However, there are many women who have or forgotten this or have never noticed it. This week, my guest Bishop RC Blakes of Blakes Ministries will discuss his movement «Queenology» Â and why this is the necessary prescription for a woman to draw on her inner queen despite her history and principles that you can
apply to start owning theFollow Bishop Blakes on Instagram: @rcblakes Follow Bishop Blakes on Facebook: RC Blakes Visit his website: Buy your book Queenology here Song'SHEA'played by David Hollister:Join me 7/6 for my'5'5' to rebuild your trust challenge today: If you need: Divorce/Breakup Wedding Recovery Single/Mom Life Balance
Individual Training Click here to schedule a call for discovery with me: Order my book: "Divorce your story: a woman's guide to heal and translate after divorce" - . Also available on Amazon: Follow me on IG/Facebook - @mstonyaspeaks For more information about me, visit my website E-bok Filformat EPUB med Adobe-kryptering Om Adobekryptering Nedladning Kan laddas ned under 24 månader, dock max 3 gånger. Språk991 Engelska Utgivningsdatum 2017-08-02 Förlag Un Du kanske gillar Queenology is the following up to the most popular book of R.C. Blakes and timeless message, The Father Daughter Speaks. It could be called the sequel. In the Father Daughter Talk diagnoses
the condition of a generation of women suffering from a deep father wound and the implications on their choices and self-esteem. If the Father Daughter To Talk is a diagnosis, QUEENOLOGY is the prescription. In this book (QUEENOLOGY), it expands its message to the woman to the next dimension. He boldly declares that every woman is a queen
and despite her broken history, royalty is her destiny. Queenology offers the woman insights and principles to reign despite the chances of being against her. Queenology is like a king sitting with queens and saying that this is what you are and that's how you do it. Queenology is the answer of R.C. Blakes to a generation of queens who have not yet
been informed of their true station. In the book discusses principles such as: Queens manage emotion, Queens study king, Queens are financially expert, Queens maximize their potential, Queens eliminate insecurity and negativity, Queens possess presence, Queens just feel king, and Queens keep a real circle. Queenology is a manual for the modern
queen. It is for the woman who is ready to fix her crown, take her throne and expand her empire. Visa hela texten $13.99 Amazon Author, Pastor, YouTuber, R.C. Blakes, J.R.’s latest book, “Queenology” is a follow-up to his best-selling, “Padre-Daughter Talk” and “Soul Ties: Breaking the Ties That Bind” According to R.C. Blakes, Jr. the “Pad Daughter
Talk” diagnoses a woman Buy on Amazon for $13.99 As a pastor, R.C. Blakes, Jr. donates to Christ-centered, no-nonsense advice lovingly, stepfather. Pastor R.C. Blakes, Jr also gives a great council of meetings. You can send it by e-mail to pastercblakes@gmail.com Some of R.C. Blakes' popular videos, Jr are: (1) QUEENOLOGY- A queen's throne is a
terrible thing to waste (2) 7 QUEEN QUEEN WOMAN NEVER does with a man (3) 9EVERY WOMAN SHOULD A MAN WHILE DATING (4) 7 KEY FOR A WOMAN CLOSURE GOOD MAN (5) TRYING TO LOVE AND RECEIVE LOVE AFTER A BROKEN HEART Author: RC Blakes, Jr Keywords: RC BLAKES, QUEENOLOGY, RC BLAKES QUEENOLOGIA
subtitles: Hello hello hello this is RC Blake and I am so excited to be able to talk to you once again today we return to one of our speeches one of our most frequent and is related to the queen ology I want you to stay there because © Today I will take you to the five principles of queen ology this is a kind of overview of the skeletal vision of what we
face in queen ology You know I'm old-fashioned because I think even a man can make potiki I don't know how much money you want to make. A man should have his head on a swivel. I mean, you know, this might be a little rough, but I mean, I don't know how to tell you. I want to talk about boo. This is RC blakeson thank you so much for giving me a
few minutes of your time today and as always I am so grateful and so grateful for you today I decided to return to the theme of queen ology it has been a while since I did something in terms of media social awareness on queen ology has been virtually limited to Queen or what I want to do today is give you a skeletal vision of what we face in Queen
ology conferences. In fact, these five principles that I am about to share with you constitute the basis of what the book talks about what the movement is and how the movement gives power to a movement. woman to move from what I call female slave conditioning to a place of queen consciousness from a place of broken conscience to a place of
queen consciousness and if you want I would like for you to share this with as many women as possible we can get testimonies from all the United States of America and also from others parts of the world as regards how this message has had an impact and women's power to rise above the social conditioning that takes a powerful woman from a line
of throne lord of a crown and makes her a social slave when a woman wakes up to who she really is in God is amazing what happens the world typically hates a queen who is awake so today let's take a look at the five principles of Queen History and a tenant is a principle or a conviction is that it speaks to one of the fundamental principles of a
philosophy and how I saw Queen ology and for those of you who may be your first chance you know of hear me talk about queen ology and you say well so that even a word queen ology well is to a word that I did not actually invent the word I heard the term used but I wrote the book queen olo and when I looked at the word as it is phonetically while it
is exhibited etymologically Queen speaks of one female lines ology speaks of the study of so-queen biology is the study My mind is a distinct identity, which has never been created by a woman. his sexual knowledge is never enlisted in a world that sees his mastering the things that is never aware of a woman who is never able to do his selfishness and
his ideas to master the things that you can never do so that his self-knowledge is actuallySpeaking of presence and presence emanates from the spirit of a woman is when everything is so in inner synchrony that imposes your presence before you physically show up in any room just a hint of you is a bit like when the queen of sheba is gone at a see
Solomon and she watched all her work watched as her servants move excellence of her architecture you know the wealth and all the things that were invested to project who Solomon was and the Bible says she fainted, but she saw her presence before she showed up physically and just like a woman you must project yourself but you can’t project
yourself until you have mastered it and you can’t master it self until you know who you really are in the book queen ology I write this story continues about a king by the name of father with three daughters and is teaching his daughters this very principle about queens who have presence and could not find a great illustration to prove it to them
because their mother the queen had died so he he didn’t have her to show how the presence of a queen looks or feels so he took them down to the royal zoo and they were standing in front of the lion’s cage and admiring the lion and the King told his daughters that he asked him a question that says if anyone wants to go With the lion everyone
exclaimed, but it’s not impossible and so he said: Â “Why did the lion do anything to you? They said, “No, the lions have never done it, we love the lion they have said well.” They said, “Why don’t you come in, and they said, ’Why can we look at the lion and say that the lion is nothing to play with the king,' he says. ’Bingo the lion has the presence
without roaring without roaring the lion has the presence because the lion knows who he is, and the lion possesses who he is, even if the lion has the lion. lion is not the greatest beast in the jungle though the lion is not even the fastest beast in the jungle the lion is not even the strongest beast in the jungle he is the king of the jungle because he has
the presence and when he is on the bow also the beasts that are stronger than him move out of her way because she has the presence and every queen must develop self-projection you must own you must own who you are and must allow it to be imposed on any room you could walk without ever crawling down without ever shrinking yourself some of
you have shrunk to fit into low boxes of relationships that They were always too small for you because the man you were trying to connect with was too small to accommodate you so you got smaller and then you wondered why you could never be comfortable with the reality is you should always project yourself because everyone is worthy to be in
your world will be able to accommodate you and also appreciate for who you are so as never to be intimidated by you to your full capacity the says of proverbs 31 31I'm not going to be in the worldself actualization this is where everything that is in you is executed and actually begins to manifest is where your life begins to unpack all of us and this is
good good good God sends us all into the world even if we come into the world like tiny souls wrapped in a very nice and scented meat beam nothing smells of children inside that beam is generations of impact God puts all the potential that that child comes into the world like a seed like an oak like an acorn comes into the world even if that acorn is
so small inside that acorn that it is a huge tree inside that acorn that it is a forest and therefore self-realization is really you and I are disguising everything that God has put in us so that it can manifest itself in the world. It is the germ of our souls that enters a place of fertility where it is not only potential, but we do it. the profession the mantra the
confession any word you choose to use will not bring the value and gifts that God has given me in the grave will not waste my purpose and potential on secondary issues any dream vision and our task will manifest will live my life for the full expression of who I was created for being more everyday this is where God's plans for your life really begin to
manifest and note here says that I will not bring the value and the gifts that God has given me in the grave will not waste my purpose and potential on secondary issues what a secondary counts you know a vain search of fashion a silly search for Relationships that are not even worthy that consume years waste your time transforming your energy into
negative so that you cannot be productive but rather when you enter into self-realization manifestation focus on who God created you to be and this is what you pursue and all that interferes with that move quickly and quickly from the table because © It is a non-Proverbi factor 19:21 says that many plans are in the heart of a man but the Lord's
intentions the Lord's purpose will prevail the man has many plans many thoughts in his mind but it is the purpose of God that will prevail and that must be the prayer of every conscious Queen and that is that God I want to realize I want to manifest I don't want to go into a tomb full of potential because this is a failure I want to perform I want to
expose and manifest or produce all the potential that you put in me the tomb will go empty so the five tenants of Queen ology are once again self-aware self-control self-projection self-sufficiency and self-realization now this is just like I said a skeletal vision of what we have to do in clean conferences ology and we take about four hours, four or five
hours to really spend just a little bit and let's dislike each and every one of this. It's very intense. It's not clean history. It's not a church experience. It's a real learning experience. I'm going to get you to know what you're going to doarrive that when it happens I will always release it to my e mail community before and I would like you to be the first to
know about some of the I have to see you in my own right, I have to see you in my own right, and I have to see you in my own right.
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